
Sid's  Dog  Chip



Get ready for beginning blends! In a blend, two
consonants are combined to make two
blended sounds like /t/ /r/ in trip. Look for 
s blends like in /s/ /n/ /a/ /p/.

Fun
Phonics

Tips

sc, sk, sm,
sn, sp, st, sw

Look for these blends!
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Chip    wants    to    play,    but

Sid    has    plans    to    go.

"Do    you    want    to    spend

the    day    with    me?"

Sid    says    to    Chip.
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Chip    is    glad    to    go

with    Sid.

 

He    likes    to    stop    at

spots    to    sniff.
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Sid    and    Chip    stop    

for    a    bit.

"Hi    Sid!"    yells    Kim.    

"Is    that    Chip    with    you?"

Chip    hops    and    skips.

He    is    glad    to    see    Kim.
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"Hi    Kim!    Do    you    want    to

stop    and    play    with    us?"

says    Sid.    

"Yes!"    says    Kim.

Sid    spots    a    stick    and    

picks    it    up. 
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Chip    hops    up    and    down

when    he    sees    the    stick. 

Sid    steps    back    and

tosses    it.
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Chip    runs    over    and

snaps    it    up.

"Chip,    you    got    it!"    says

Kim    as    Chip    skips    back.

Kim    and    Sid    sit    down

to    pet    him. 
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"I    am    so    glad    I    spent

the    day    with    you,    Chip,"

says    Sid.

"Me    too!

You    are    both    such    fun,"

adds    Kim. 
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Decodable Words

skips
spent
sniff

sniff
snaps
spots

Target Phonics Skill

Beginning S-Blends
Contractions

Decodable Words can be sounded out
based on the letter-sound relationships.

Blends are two adjoining consonants
that each make their own sounds like
/s/ /w/ in swim.

Contractions are two words that are
shortened into one word with the use of
an apostrophe. 

Practice blends by
saying both letter
sounds together 
 smoothly. 

Use an apostrophe to
shorten "do not" to
"don’t" and "can not" to
"can't". The apostrophe
replaces the "o".

       

       Try these:
       snap, spot
       stop, swim

High-Frequency Words

down
next
says

have
over
want

Fun with Blends
and Contractions

steps
stop

spend
stick
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